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We report the conversion of optical energy into mechanical energy by naturally occurring red blood
cells (RBCs) placed in an optical trap. A trapped RBC undergoes folding due to the elastic nature
of its cell membrane. On use of circularly polarized light in the trap, the folded RBCs rotate,
indicating their birefringence. The cellular rotation speed depends on the size of the blood cells and
on laser power. Rotating RBCs have implications for naturally occurring, optically driven, rotary
micromachines. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1836874]

There has been considerable contemporary interest in the
design of miniature rotors as components of micromotor sys-
tems. Noncontact modes of rotation have been demonstrated
in optically driven micromotors1,2 involving specially shaped
dielectrics. Following experiments conducted by Beth3

nearly seven decades ago that showed micron-sized quartz
crystals developing torque upon irradiation by focused polar-
ized light, rotation of micron and submicron sized, specially
shaped, birefringent particles has been recently reported4–7

using either circularly polarized light or externally rotated
linearly polarized light. Optical disks made of wax and
poly(methymethacrylate) are examples of birefringent par-
ticles that have been trapped. The trapped disks align them-
selves so as to achieve edge-on orientation with respect to
the incident laser beam direction. When circularly polarized
light is used, the trapped disks rotate.8 A proof of principle
demonstration of an optically driven micromachine element
has been reported,9 wherein optical angular momentum is
transferred from circularly polarized light to a birefringent
particle. An optical torque, that causes the particle to spin at
up to 350 Hz, has been harnessed to drive a photolitho-
graphically fabricated microstructure. Another recent ex-
ample is the light-induced microfabrication of specially
shaped rotors by means of two-photon polymerization of
light curing resins.10 Haradaet al.11 have recently reported
mode switching in motorlike action of a helical chiral chro-
mosome.

There are many nanotechnological implications of rotat-
ing micromachines, especially for instrumentation needed to
directly measure properties like microscopic viscosity, or the
torsional elasticity of single proteins and deoxyribonucleic
acid.12 Using optical torque allows rotation without mechani-
cal contact, so the micromotor may be rotated while in a
sealed environment.

A key challenge in hitherto existing experiments on
light-driven micromotors has been the selection of the shape
of the rotor and its microfabrication. Rotors with bilateral
and rotational symmetry do not experience a net torque upon
irradiation by linearly polarized focused light, although it has
been shown1 that a rotor with rotational—but not bilateral—
symmetry can rotate by virtue of asymmetrical radiation
pressure exerted on its surface. We have sought to obviate
the necessity of microfabrication of special shapes and report
here results on the optical trapping of anaturally occurring

material, biconcave disk-shaped red blood cells(RBCs),
which convert optical energy into mechanical energy, leading
to rotation. We find that a trapped RBC undergoes folding
due to the elastic nature of the cell membrane. With circu-
larly polarized light in the trap, the folded RBCs rotate with
a speed that depends on the cell size and on laser power. The
rotation indicates birefringence, a property that has implica-
tions for naturally occurring optically driven cellular motors.

The application of optical traps to naturally occurring
materials ofcellular dimensions holds the promise of open-
ing vistas in basic research, such as single cell molecular
biology,13 and for diverse applications such as laser-assisted
in vitro fertilization,14 cell biosensors,15 and possibilities of
micromanipulation, including cell sorting and construction of
patterns for cellular microchips.15,16 However, there remains
a paucity of work on trapping cellular level biological mate-
rial. We have recently reported17 on how trapped RBCs that
are infected by a malarial parasite rotate, even with linearly
polarized light. This is a result of torque being generated due
to the interaction of the applied optical field with asymmetric
cellular polarizability. This torque, in turn, induces rotational
motion. Here, we report the trapping of normally occurring
healthy RBCs of a variety of dimensions using circularly
polarized light. As in the case of malarial infected RBCs,
normal cells that are optically trapped also show folding be-
havior due to the elastic nature of the cell membrane, fol-
lowed by rotations. For constant laser power, the rotation
speeds are found to depend on the size of the blood cells. For
cells of a given size, the rotational speed depends on the laser
power that is used in the optical trap.

In our experiments a single beam optical trap18 was
formed using a 1064 nm, 100 mW diode pumped Nd:YVO4
laser. The infrared light was focused using a 1003 objective
(numerical aperture51.3). The initial linear polarization was
converted to circular polarization by placing al /4 plate in
the beam path; for rotating the plane of polarization, al /2
plate was used. Blood samples from humans and mice were
collected in a sterile anticoagulant containing glucose(136
mM), citric acid monohydrate(38.06 mM), and sodium cit-
rate(74.8 mM), and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min. The
plasma and buffy coat containing white blood cells was as-
pirated out and purified RBCs were washed with sterile
RPMI medium containing 28 mM NaHCO3, 25 mM HEPES,
and 80mg/ml gentamycin sulphate. The RBCs were resus-
pended in sterile RPMI medium containing 10% serum as a
50% suspension v/v, and stored at 4° C. Before imaging,
RBCs were pelleted at 3000 rpm for 10 min, resuspended ina)Electronic mail: atmol1@tifr.res.in
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PBS solution composed of NaCl(136 mM), KCl (2.68 mM),
Na2HPO4 (10.14 mM), and KH2PO4 with 2% BSA at a di-
lution of about 106 cells/ml, from which 40–50ml was used
on a microscope slide with a cover slip for imaging and
trapping.

The normal RBC shape is a flattened biconcave disk;
RBCs obtained from mice have diameters ranging from 2 to
7 mm. Direct imaging18 allowed us to trap size-specified
RBCs. When an RBC is placed in an optical trap, the elas-
ticity of the cell membrane causes folding such that the nor-
mal disk shape is deformed into a cylindrical shape.18 Fold-
ing action in RBCs has also been previously observed upon
application of fluid forces.19,20Images that depict folding ob-
served in our experiments are shown in Fig. 1 at two differ-
ent values of incident laser power. The frames for 10 mW
and 25 mW power are from real-time movies that show fold-
ing over a time scale of,1 s. Note that the curvature and the
dual membrane structure is clearly visible; this is indicative
of the trapped RBC being folded. Careful analysis of these,
and other, movie frames indicate that after a period of,700
ms the width of the trapped RBC assumes a steady value of
.2 mm. The elasticity of the RBCs ensures that this value is
somewhat less than double the peripheral thickness of an
unfolded RBCs,1.4 mmd.21

The induced dipole moment,p, on the RBC by linearly
polarized light with electric fieldE is a ·E, wherea is the
cell’s polarizability tensor whose intrinsic asymmetry im-
plies that polarizability components parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the cell’s axis are significantly different from each
other. In analogy with a rigid rotor interacting with a uniform
electric field E, for folded RBCs, the interaction potential

that governs the dynamics of laser–RBC interaction can be
expressed as

Va =
− E2

2
saparallelcos2 u + aperpendicularsin2 ud,

whereu denotes the angle between the cell’s axis and theE
vector.

This difference in polarizability components comes into
play in the form of a resulting light-induced torque that is
generated,t=p3E, such that energy minimization con-
straints induce in the trapped RBC a “kick” in a direction
that leads to alignment along theE vector. We made mea-
surements to confirm such alignment by putting a half-wave
plate that enabled us to alter the direction of theE vector.
The trapped and folded RBC faithfully followed the direc-
tion of theE vector in our experiments. Upon removal of the
trap, the RBC unfolds indicating that there is no apparent
damage caused by the laser radiation, at least at typical
power levels employed in our experimentss,100 mWd.

Upon use of circularly polarized light, the trapped RBCs
were observed to undergo rotation. The rotational speed de-
pended on cell size and laser power. Figure 2 shows the
variation of rotation speed with RBC size at fixed laser
power (17 mW). Mice RBCs were used for these measure-
ments. The rotational speeds vary over the range of 4–13
rpm, with the largest RBC rotating the fastest. The speed
variation depicts a linear dependence that is consistent with
the relationt=r 3F, wherer is the length of the folded RBC
and F is the light-induced force. The rotations that are ob-
served with circularly polarized light imply that RBCs have
an intrinsic birefringence. On introducing a combination of
l /2 andl /4 plates in the path of the laser beam, we are able
to change from left-circularly to right-circularly polarized

FIG. 1. Monitoring changes in the shape of a trapped RBC at values of
incident laser power(a) 10 mW and(b) 25 mW. The frames are from a
real-time movie. The dual membrane structure that is visible is indicative of
the RBC being folded within the optical trap.

FIG. 2. (a) Variation with size of the rotation period of mice RBCs when
circularly polarized light(17 mW) is used in the optical trap.(b) Depen-
dence on laser power of the rotation period of 7mm diameter human RBCs.
The lines are drawn to guide the eyes. Higher laser power resulted in faster
rotations(speeds up to 140 rpm were attained at 100 mW power) but was
accompanied by thermally induced cell damage.
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light and we confirm that the direction of rotation of trapped
RBCs can be made to reverse. Our deduction regarding bi-
refringence may be rationalized in the following terms.

The electric field associated with elliptically polarized
light is

E = E0e
ivt coswx& + iE0e

ivt sinfy&. s1d

For circular polarization,f=p /4. The angular momentum of
a plane electromagnetic wave is

J = f« / s2ivdgE d3rE* 3 E, s2d

where« is the permittivity. The change in angular momen-
tum of light passing through birefringent material can be
calculated by first expressing the incident light in terms of
components parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis of
the material using the relation

E = E0e
ivtscosf cosu − i sinf sinudi&

+ E0e
ivtscosf cosu + isinf sinud j&, s3d

whereu is the angle between the fast axis and the optic axis
of the material. The phase shift on passing through thickness
d with refractive indexn is kdn, wherek is the free space
wave number. The emerging light field is

E = E0e
ivteikdnescosf cosu − i sinf sinudi&

+ E0e
ivteikdnoscosf cosu + i sinf sinud j&, s4d

wherene andno are the refractive indices of the birefringent
material experienced by extraordinary and ordinary rays, re-
spectively.

The changes in the angular momentum cause reaction
torque per unit area on the thicknessd of material that is
given by

t = −
«

2v
E0

2 sinfkdsn0 − nedgcos 2f sin 2u

+
«

2v
E0

2h1 − cosfkdsn0 − nedgjsin 2f, s5d

where the first term is the torque due to the plane-polarized
component and the second term is due to change in polariza-
tion that arises on passage through the medium. Conse-
quently, a particle that is trapped using plane-polarized light
aligns itself in a particular orientation and is in the same
plane each time it is trapped. When the plane of polarization
is rotated using a half-wave plate, the particle’s alignment
exactly follows the rotation of plane of polarization. Our
experiments confirmed that RBCs trapped using linearly po-
larized light showed exactly this behavior.

The second term in Eq.(5) is constant for a given laser
power and is maximum for a given laser polarization. Hence,
upon being placed in circularly polarized light, the folded
RBCs are expected to rotate with a constant speed at fixed

laser power. Our measurements indicate that the rotational
speed increases with laser power, as shown in Fig. 2 for
human RBCs. Very high rotational speeds(up to 140 rpm)
were measured for laser power in excess of 100 mW. How-
ever, at these power levels, the viability of the cells could not
be ensured. With power levels below 70 mW, we confirmed
that upon regaining their original shape after removal of the
trap, the RBCs did not rupture, even after being kept at room
temperature for several hours. We note that since red cells do
not possess a nucleus and do not multiply, conventional
quantification of viability (or growth) is not possible but
thermally induced damage became apparent as power levels
approached 100 mW.

To summarize, we have demonstrated optically induced
rotations of healthy red blood cells(human and mice). Upon
trapping RBCs using circularly polarized light, the elasticity
of the cellular membrane causes folding into a rodlike shape.
The trapped and folded RBC rotates, indicating birefrin-
gence. The rotation speeds increase with cell size and laser
power. Rotational speeds of up to 42 rpm were routinely
obtained in our experiments, without causing cell damage.
The ability to rotate healthy RBCs have implications for the
development of naturally occurring optically driven rotary
micromachines. In a wider perspective, there may be other
biological materials that can be utilized to develop microma-
chines that convert optical energy into mechanical energy.
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